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Introduction
The GUNNER24 Forecasting Method is based on the first impulse of a stock price or
any other market and projects precisely the course and the frame of the further price
development.
That universally employable technique of forecasting enables you to take trading
decision at any time level.

For best results trading the GUNNER24 Forecasting
Technique you should trade with linear charts and
candlestick charts in these time frames:
• 1 Minute

• 5 Minutes

• 15 Minutes

• 1 Hour

• 4 Hours

• Daily

• Weekly

• Monthly

You are given precise trading signals by the combination of different time levels, the
GUNNER24 Impulse Wave Technique and the price patterns which are repeated over
and over again, according to our observations during all those years.
Day traders and swing traders can lance accurate trades by the daily chart and the 15
minute chart, even by the one minute chart.
Investors can judge the possible price data of their stocks for up to 20 years. Banks,
financial companies, major investors and financial institutions are able to estimate the
developments for decades in advance and schedule their long term purchases and
sales with more advantage.
GUNNER24 indicates the possible points and switches where the actual price data can
go to. Those tendencies can be followed by your trading without any reservation. You
simply see where the market wants to go and you recognize the moment and the
finishing line when and where the market turns into a different direction.

GUNNER24 Definitions
In the following pictures you will find the definition of the GUNNER24 Terminological
Concepts:
The two GUNNER24 Setups, the vector of the initial impulse, the Gann Angles, the 1st
square, the blue arc, the 1st to the 5th double arc, the color of the 1st to the 5th double
arc according to the GUNNER24 Setup, the horizontal square lines, the diagonal
square lines, the four dynamic space zones and the time lines.
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Chart adjustments and time frames
You should always apply the GUNNER24 Forecasting Technique to candlestick charts
and linear charts since others like the bar chart, the P&F chart as well as the
logarithmic and the proportional chart descriptions would distort both the time unit
and the price unit and they do not represent the reality one by one.
Using the GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software you should work with the
following candlestick adjustment. And you should not often increase the distance
between the candles to 2 or3 pixels, for instance if perhaps you are not content with
the Setup since the time lines do not check exactly or the price data does not follow
the double arcs precisely.

In your charting software, you should pay attention to the possibility that by scrolling
and moving your charts might scale automatically. Always work with a fixed price
range in the chart.
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The GUNNER24 Initial Impulse
GUNNER24 is based on the fact that the first impulse of a movement defines the
frame of the height and the depth of the price action as well as the duration of a
future trend. From out the first initial impulse, the majority of the trend setters define
not only the further zones of support and resistance but also the dynamic space
zones, all the important turning points as well as the duration and length of the future
price movements.
Our GUNNER24 Traders were shown by tests, by long term experiences and by the
interpretation of the trading diaries that the future schedule of the price data is
defined by the first initial impulse. In 85% of all cases, this latter spans 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,
13 or 21 etc. time units. The investors stagger in their emotions and decisions. Greed
and fear alternate. Weak hands do not always remain weak. Nor are strong hands
always strong. Those who used to be weak can become strong and vice versa. But
mostly the investors simply swim with the market and follow the actual trend.
When the majority stops following, the first trend move (impulse) is phased out. Only
the very last greedy or anxious hands still want to participate and mark the closing
highs and lows of the impulse yet they have no influence on the final duration of the
impulse, just on the last extreme prices....which are the highs and lows achieved
then.
That is why the GUNNER24 Initial Impulse just exceptionally (about a 15%) goes over
the real starting low or starting high respectively to the final low/final high of the first
initial impulse. Only if the majority of the investors enter immediately at the extreme
point, the GUNNER24 Initial Impulse starts with the absolute high or low. The
GUNNER24 Initial Impulse can be counted therefore over 15 (close enough to 13
candles) or just 4 candles (close enough to 3 or 5 candles). If then the GUNNER24
Setup traces and forecasts the effective price action because of the emerging time
lines and supports and retracements of the arc and double arcs.... why not!
Here you will find some examples for the manner of counting:

GUNNER24 Down Setup: When you measure the initial impulse directly from low to
high you get a GUNNER24 Down Setup witch does not work!
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GUNNER24 Up: You take an up move, which for instance lasts 10 candles and count
back 8 candles from the highest high candle in order to define the starting point of the
impulse move at its low.
Initial GUNNER24 Down Impulse: A down move lasts for instance 16 candles, so you
define the lowest low at the 16th candle, count back 13 candles from that 16th candle,
including that 16th candle and you get the GUNNER 24 Starting Point.

When you measure the initial impulse directly from high to low you get a GUNNER24
Down Setup witch does not work!
Free GUNNER24 Trading Manual V 1.3
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Define the lowest low at the 16th candle, count back 13 candles from that 16th candle,
including that 16th candle and you get the exact GUNNER 24 Starting Point.

12 basic guidelines and recommendations for your better trading
performance
1. Whenever you create a new GUNNER24 Setup you will have to place the stop loss
for the trade at the first starting point. There work always with the reverse and double
technique.
2. The GUNNER24 demonstrates the best results and market correspondences on the
assumption that there is a significant initial impulse with at least 3 candles. Impulses
of 1 or 2 long candles point to the possibility the GUNNER24 Setup might end already
at the 1st double arc or not later than at the 2nd double arc, respectively, and there
might be installed an opposite GUNNER24 Setup.
3. Fixing the initial impulse taking as an example the GUNNER24 Up Setup: Consider
the significant low environment. Count the candles, now, from the absolute low to the
first significant high.
Two examples: You count 15 candles after which usually follows the formation of a
higher high and a higher low. Thus you may assume that the first impulse encloses 13
candles altogether. Now, count back 13 candles from the candle with the last
significant high. The candle with the significant high is the candle number 1.
If you count in all 13 candles towards the significant low, now the 13th candle will be
the one with 2 candles of distance to the significant low. That is the candle where the
initial impulse had started.
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4. To fix the first initial impulse in the GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software,
please proceed as follows:
1. Click on the GUNNER24 Setup Symbol
.
2. Click with the left mouse key on the start of the initial impulse.
3. Keep your left mouse key pressed down and pull the cursor to the right until the
first developed blue circular arc in the first square is flush with the other
extreme point of the initial impulse.
4. Let go of the left mouse key and the GUNNER24 Forecasting Setup will now
settling on your chart.
When you work with the GUNNER24 Up Setup, you will first have to mark up the low,
the beginning of the initial impulse, and draw it to the top right until the developing
blue circular arc is flush with the high of the initial impulse in the first square.
When you work with the GUNNER24 Down Setup, you will first have to mark up the
high, the beginning of the initial impulse, and draw it to the bottom right until the
developing blue circular arc is flush with the low of the initial impulse in the first
square.
5. If you are not aware about the beginning of the actual GUNNER24 Setup, look for
the last absolutely highest high or the absolutely lowest low of the time frame and
settle there the corresponding initial impulse with the according up and down setup.
In the now emerging GUNNER24 Setup, the price will frequently turn at or in the
surroundings of the 3rd or the 5th double arc. Erase the old setup and install the new
setup there, at the turning point. Go on doing so until you get to the last actual
starting point of the actual GUNNER24 Initial Impulse.
6. The more and the more frequently you realize the following items at the setup the
more secure you can be that the price will follow the actual GUNNER24 Setup:
•
•
•
•

The price follows exactly the double arcs, at least one time.
The price turns if the temporal influence of the double arcs expires.
The price frequently rebounds exactly at the support and resistance zones and
lines of the square lines and zones.
The price changes the direction precisely at the important time lines and marks
the striking highs and lows, there.

7. You should use the original setup until the squares expire in the time track or until
you can start a new GUNNER24 Setup at one of the double arcs. You may install a
parallel setup in the same time frame if you recognize that the price rebounds at a
double arc at least temporally and at the same time it has developed an initial impulse
or wants to develop an initial impulse.
8. One of the most important tips working with the GUNNER24: You have got to know
which GUNNER24 Setup in which time frame actually gives the note. Example: In the
1 hour setup, there is a GUNNER24 Down and in the 15 minute time frame, there is a
GUNNER24 Up. Then it should be clear to you always trade towards the superior setup
that is in our case wait for the short in the 15 minute GUNNER24 Setup. Since always
the GUNNER24 Setup in the upper time frame rules and settles the main trend.
9. If the 1st starting point of the GUNNER24 Setup is reached in the future price action
the original setup will not be valid any more. If the stop setting was correct the stop is
being activated.
Free GUNNER24 Trading Manual V 1.3
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10. Classic chart formations near the horizontal and diagonal lines in the GUNNER24
Setup and at the double arcs as well as the Gann Angles are always a warning for a
strong movement which will follow. After strong movements mostly little Wedges,
Flags or Megaphones appear which indicate a continuation or a change in trend.
11. Work with the targets in the respective setup. The targets are the double arcs or
the horizontal lines of the superior squares. Always drag behind your stop sensibly
when a double arc or a horizontal square line was broken towards the original setup.
12. Smaller retracements to the main trend normally last between 2 and 2.5 time
lines. From one time line to the other equals one time unit. Afterwards, you should be
prepared for the resumption of the trend. If the retracement lasts longer than 2 to 2.5
time lines the price normally is in the influence zone of a double arc.

Trading the GUNNER24 Forecasting Technique
1. Trading action in the 1st square taking as an example the GUNNER24 Up
Setup
1.1. At the end of the influence of the 3rd or 5th double arc of the previous GUNNER24
Down Setup you go long and cover the position later on considering the Fibonacci
numbers. After 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 or 13 candles etc. the 1st GUNNER24 Initial Impulse
should be finished, correspondingly!
1.2. In the following consolidation, the blue arc as well as the upper line of the square
is tested after the consolidation phase and a 2nd high is formed, a little higher than the
first. In an 80 per cent of all the cases that is not the final breakout of the 1st square
but a fake high.
If you realize that the arc and the upper limit of the 1st square is rapidly broken
through upwards you may put a short trade exactly upon the upper line of the 1st
square since that fake high returns quickly and the price will break through the blue
arc of the 1st square, as well in the further course. There at the blue arc you may put
another short. Set the stop loss for both trades on the fake high. You should cover the
short/shorts not later than at the 5th time line that is the important center. And in that
environment you should look for the long entry towards the original GUNNER24 Up,
again.
1.3. At the first retracement, the price normally should return until the lower Gann
Angle (1*2). That is where you may act again towards the original setup. The original
GUNNER24 Up Setup remains valid if the price falls under that Gann Angle (1*2) but
comes back because it rebounds for instance at the 1*4 or 1*8 Angle (not visible in
the GUNNER24 Setups).
1.4. If the 1*1, 1*2, 1*4 or 1*8 Gann Angles are reached at the retracement you will
have to try to find your reentry towards the main trend. Best you work here with the
candle reversal technique. The retracements to the Gann Angles are totally normal
reactions to the main trend. Here, the well-known Fibonacci Retracements at a 50%
and a 61.8% are very good help to manage the reentry again.
1.5. If in the 1st square the arc is broken on the final price basis so act towards the
GUNNER24 Setup. Place the stop loss on the last recognizable low in the 1st square.
Free GUNNER24 Trading Manual V 1.3
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1.6. Another long signal arises for you if the upper line of the 1st square was broken
based on the final price basis. The first price target is the 1st red double arc. That
target possibly is not reached at the first attempt, frequently the upper line of the 1st
square is tested again, now it does not form any resistance any more but it has
become a support line. That is where you may raise long again with the candle
reversal technique or with any other reversal signal technique you are familiar with.
2. Trading action with the double arcs
The color sequence of the 5 double arcs in the respective GUNNER24 Setup is
important for the possible price reactions in the respective double arc.
•

The broad tendency of the green double arcs in the GUNNER Up Setup is that
they give very few resistances but more support. As to the red double arcs, you
can always expect a change in price and time and mostly install a new
GUNNER24 Down Setup.

With the GUNNER24 Down Setup it is exactly the other way round. The red double
arcs give low support and tend to break. The green double arcs that is the 3rd and the
5th double arc are mostly those where the price and time turns and you may possibly
expect and install a new GUNNER24 Up.
2.1. The further development in price and time depends to a great degree on the
conduct of the price action while reaching or approaching the double arcs. If the price
of a stock or a contract you are observing approaches a double arc you always have to
pay attention. The double arcs are the expected price targets of the original
GUNNER24 Setup. You should assume that the chosen setup comes to an end there
because the first initial impulse either takes a break or finally exhausts
2.2. If the price rebounds immediately at the 1st line of a double arc that is a rather
safe sign for you to be able to join trading that rebound successfully. Those spikes
(candles with a long wick) usually indicate a trend change. At a confirmation of the
change in trend you may install a new GUNNER24 Setup.
2.3. If a double arc is broken towards the original GUNNER24 Setup go with the
trend! The price is likely to reach the next higher double arc (GUNNER24 Up) or the
next lower double arc (GUNNER24 Down). The main trend will in the majority of cases
continue.
2.4. If a double arc is broken on final price basis towards the setup and if then the
price goes on moving towards the main trend and if the price does not reach the next
following double arc but turns before and recaptures that first broken double arc, that
is to be interpreted as a vehement break of the original GUNNER24 Setup. You should
always join trading that situation because the recapture of the double arcs usually
results in very quick and lucrative trades.
2.5. The majority of the GUNNER24 Setups should end at the 3rd double arc or at the
5th double arc. At the same time they are always our main targets of the entire
GUNNER24 Setup. Look if a new opposite GUNNER24 is supposed to come.
2.6. The temporal sphere of influence which a double arc exerts on the price may last
very long. You may put short scalp trades whenever the price retraces a line of the
double arc. Use the candle reversal technique.
Free GUNNER24 Trading Manual V 1.3
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3. Trading action at the GUNNER24 Time Lines
3.1. All the time lines of the GUNNER24 Setup indicate that price and time are in
concordance and a change in price may happen there if the price is located on a time
line. The most important time lines at the squares with the strongest force of
attraction are the left and the right limits and the square center. When you discover
that the price always turns exactly on the time lines you may join trading those little
moves. If there is no reversal in price and if the time line is not noted by the market
then the trend usually accelerates and should keep its direction at least until the next
time line.
3.2. Counting the Fibonacci numbers we can assure that the time lines serve their
purpose and object. Counting the movement from one extreme point to the other is
always helpful because the highs and the lows come after 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 etc. time
units on account of the cyclicality.
4. Trading action at the trend lines of the GUNNER24 Squares and the Gann
Angles
4.1. All the lines of all 25 GUNNER24 Squares as well as the Gann Angles are at first
important resistance and support lines. They are treated like trend lines. You can
apply here all the trading rules you use to apply to the conventional trend lines.
4.2. Whenever the price reaches one of the lines in the GUNNER24 Squares and a
Gann Angle time and price are in an important mathematic context. In such cases,
always a strong tendency for a turn emerges. If the turn does not happen, but the
lines and angles are broken there is a strong tendency for a trend continuation.
4.3. Over the entire GUNNER24 Setup the crossing of the 1*1 Gann Angle has a
special importance. Especially strong signals emerge during the recapture of that
angle: If the price for instance at the GUNNER24 Up Setup falls through the 1*1 Angle
and then in the further price action rebounds upwards and breaks again through the
1*1 Angle from below to above, that always points to the resumption of the
GUNNER24 Up Setup. The uptrend even tightens, usually.
5. Trading action at the horizontal trend lines of the GUNNER24 Squares
It is typical at the horizontal lines of the GUNNER24 Squares that before a break
mostly a short little opposite movement begins, often as a triple move (ABC correction
waves). The correction waves very frequently introduce a vehement movement where
sometimes they are recognizable only in lower time frames. If you trade by the hour
for instance you should change to the 15 or 5 minute chart in order to see them.
If a horizontal line in the GUNNER24 Setup is broken on final price basis you can be
almost sure that there will be a try to reach the next horizontal line towards the trend.
Often it is reached, then but rarely broken in the first attempt because the price is
stopped or delayed by the double arcs which are located in front of the horizontal
square lines.
The whole game continues towards the main trend until a double arc finally initiates a
change in trend and a change of the setup with it. That usually happens at the 3rd or
the 5th double arc. A special importance is given to those bottoms and tops where the
next horizontal line of the square is not reached completely because they are stopped
by the double arcs which are located in front of them. That is always a sign where a
strong trend into the other direction is developing.
Free GUNNER24 Trading Manual V 1.3
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6. Trading action as to the four dynamic space zones
Each GUNNER24 Square consists in four dynamic space zones!
One support zone, one resistance zone and two acceleration zones. They are
considered as to be dynamic because they react in a different way depending on the
setup (up or down) and on the direction where the price is penetrating from.
Sometimes, they accelerate the trend sometimes they are impenetrable when the
price collides at once with their limit lines.
For us, that means excellent trading signals again because according to the
GUNNER24 Setup they always form strong resistance areas and good support areas
which can be traded successfully. When the price passes through the acceleration
zones that happens pretty fast which for us results in the majority of cases in quick,
profitable trades.

The GUNNER24 Fine Adjustment by the GUNNER24 Elliptical Setup

You may begin with the fine tuning of the GUNNER24 Setup when the prices pass the
3rd and the 4th square. Use for that purpose the elliptic GUNNER24 Setup.
In the full version of the GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software you start
the elliptical setup with this symbol
.
Put the elliptical GUNNER24 Setup precisely at the point where the last initial impulse
by the Circle Bow technique you define it now by the Ellipses method.
For that put the vector from the beginning to the end of the initial impulse. But move
the elliptic GUNNER24 Setup a little bit to the right and a little bit vertical at the same
time. And keep the left mouse key pressed.
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You have to pay attention now to hit the highest possible number of passed turning
points at the time lines and price contacts to the square lines as well as the pricing at
the arc and at the double arcs.
The more precise turning points you hit dragging within the important time lines (right
and left limit as well as the square center). And the more corresponding points you
find at the double arcs, the more precisely you will be able to depict the future price
development.

After letting go the left mouse key, the elliptic GUNNER24 Setup builds up and you will
be able to recognize even more precisely the future turning points in price and time.

Watch the lost motion
In all the lines and arcs you see in the GUNNER24 you have to watch the lost motion
(price range by which a resistance or support line can be exceeded or undercut
without actually breaking the former). You should assume that a final breakage of the
lines and arcs developed by the GUNNER24 Forecasting Software has in fact occurred
when this breakage happens on the basis of the final price taking the lost motion into
account.
You will find it expedient for your trading activities to set the range of the current
candle at the ratio of the past 5 to 10 lost motions. That means for you to relate the
spread of the actual candle with the last 5 or 10 lost motion candles. If the current
candle does breaks through the high or low of the most recent above average lost
motion candle at the final price basis of the current horizontal or diagonal line, arc or
double arc, you will have to presume that an actual breakage has occurred and you
can react accordingly.
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Profit ensuring strategies

Work with the targets in the corresponding GUNNER24 Setup. The profit targets are
the double arcs and the horizontal lines of the overriding squares. Whenever a double
arc or a horizontal square line is broken towards the original GUNNER24 Setup, make
up for your sensible stop.

More GUNNER24 Services – click on the links below
to get more information
Subscribe for your FREE GUNNER24 Newsletter now
For your investigations of the published past GUNNER24
Newsletters click here
Download the actual FREE GUNNER24 FAQ´s
Trading Manuals - Overview
GUNNER24 Products - Overview
Membership – 7 day RISK FREE TRIAL
Commissioned Charting Forecast – 20 to 50-year price forecasts
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Complete GUNNER24 Trading
and Forecasting Course – learn
to use a forecasting technique
that produces 70% winner
trades

This course describes the
GUNNER24 Forecasting Method in
detail. It was developed by two
experienced traders in conjunction
with their own trading activities. The
combination of different time levels,
the GUNNER24 Impulse Wave
Technique and the recurring price
patterns discovered again and again
throughout the years, put at your
disposal precise trading signals that
will translate into true prosperity if
they are used consistently and in
the absence of emotion-driven
decision-making.
Among other things, you can apply
the GUNNER24 Forecasting
Technique to the following national
and international markets: Stocks,
indices, currencies, commodities,
futures, bonds, metals. The
GUNNER24 Setups will show you
precisely whether you should focus
on short term trades, swing trades,
or intermediate term trades. Click
and order!

GUNNER24 Forecasting
Charting Software
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The GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting
Software will show you a completely
new and highly successful cycle
technique. You will recognize
turnarounds with bull’s eye precision
in advance and, most importantly,
you will also be able to see at which
price levels the cycles will in fact
change. After a brief period of
learning, you will already have
developed the skill to anticipate
market movements. The special
GUNNER24 Cycle Technique will
open your thinking to a completely
novel approach. You will identify
milestones of paradigm shifts that
have absolutely nothing in common
with the conventional and obsolete
cycle technique. They are absolutely
innovative and have not yet been
discovered. Order NOW!
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Contact us or send feedback
GUNNER24 Members – Please Login here
Why do these forecasts work?
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